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SWAT 4 places you in command of a five-man special weapons and tactics team. This isn't a runand-gun shooter. Not only could a single bullet end your game but an unauthorized use of force
penalty can mean the difference between career advancement and mission failure. Skills such as
precise aim and agile movement still apply; however, adept command of your team and efficient
use of equipment take precedence.
GameSpot's Game Guide to SWAT 4 offers strategies for leading your squad, equipment selection,
and details on the career scoring system. You'll find coverage of weapons and tactical items as
well as walkthroughs for all career missions, multiplayer tips, and some cheat codes.

General Strategies
This section compiles general strategies for succeeding in SWAT 4's career mode. You'll find tips
on using your squad, considering the right equipment for the right situation, and maximizing your
score.

Squad Leader
It is obvious SWAT 4's career mode isn't tackled like a typical first-person shooter. It isn't run and
gun and see how many bad guys you can mow down during a particular mission. For starters,
weapon damage is realistic. One accurate shot from an armed suspect and your life and mission
are over. Since it's easy to be surprised by a hidden suspect, carelessly entering areas often
results in hitting the restart mission button. Also, you advance through the single-player mode
based on a scoring system. Shooting suspects without provocation results in negative points. Too
much negative and you will have to replay the mission.
You also have a squad--two 2-man teams--at your disposal. You could complete a mission by
ordering the squad to check every room, clear every area, and apprehend every suspect. You
could remain behind the action and bark orders. On the other hand, you could take the point while
still ordering team members to perform specific tasks. Consistent mission success is often a
blending of the two. Often you may want to manually toss a grenade so it reaches a particular
area. Ordering a team member to deploy a grenade in the room lacks precision and accuracy; the
team member will simply deploy the grenade in the room without thought of position.
The two teams can also be, and in most occasions should be, controlled independently. Perhaps
you've encountered a room with two entrances. Instead of breaching one door and entering
through just one entrance, you could split up the two teams to stack on both doors. You could
order each team to toss a flashbang into the room for maximum coverage. If you chose to enter
through just one door, suspects hiding out near the second door could surprise your squad and
possibly score a few easy kills.

You have a squad at your disposal. You can bark orders and provide support or take
the lead…your choice.
It's good practice to check under every door before entering a room. Order a team member to
"mirror under door" so he'll use the optiwand to check what's on the other side. Keep in mind,
however, that your team members aren't infallible. Although they'll certainly report any human
seen, it's possible for suspects to hide out of visual range and remain unreported. Don't assume
just because a team member (or even you) can't see a threat inside the room that the room is
completely clear, especially as you reach the latter missions or increase the difficulty level.
If you plan to use team members to cover particular areas or roam sections without your
immediate support, it's not a bad idea to arm them with non-lethal firearms. It's possible a team
member could get aggressive and slay a suspect resulting in an unauthorized use of deadly force
penalty. A weapon like the less-lethal shotgun is a very viable firearm, particularly coupled with
other compliance items, such as the available grenades.

Right Equipment, Right Situation
During career mode, use the mission briefing to determine the best equipment for the job. You'll
use each of the three grenade types to help encourage suspects to subdue but each grenade does
a better job depending on the room layout and situation. If the briefing describes suspects
wearing gas masks then the CS gas grenades lose their effectiveness (though the mission may still
include suspects without gas masks).

For clearing open rooms and hallways with little or no obstructions, use a flashbang. Check the
room with an optiwand and if you spot a suspect, note which direction the suspect is facing. If
he's standing guard looking away from the entrance door, the flashbang might have no effect
unless the suspect turns around when the door is opened. If the are obstructions within the room,
it'll be better to manually toss the flashbang so you can get the grenade as close to where you
want it as possible.

Consider weapon and equipment selection carefully.
In rooms with obstructions, alcoves, and cover, use a CS gas grenade. The gas dissipates through
the room, behind cover, and into corners. In larger rooms, the gas may not cover the entire area
so you may need a second grenade (or just preparedness) to counter suspects hiding in the far
corners. Upon tossing a gas grenade into a room, listen carefully for coughing sounds. That's your
cue that a suspect (or perhaps a civilian) are under the influence.
Stinger grenades explode in a barrage of damaging rubber balls. To dizzy and disorient a target,
the stinger grenade's rubber balls must strike the target, which means grenade placement can be
important. Tossing a stinger grenade next to a cluttered room's entrance could have little or no
effect for those suspects hiding out inside. Use a stinger grenade when you think a suspect may
be hiding behind cover or around an alcove. Take cover and after the stinger explodes, charge
toward the disoriented subject and order him or her to comply.
Utilize a taser and pepper spray against uncooperative civilians and suspects. There will be a time
when a civilian refuses to comply with your shouted orders. The civilian simply won't raise his or
her hands and assume the "restrain" position. Equip your "encouragement" to basically force the
civilian to comply. You could drop a grenade at the civilian's feet but it's easier to use the taser or
pepper spray to give the civilian extra motivation to listen to your commands. Against
uncooperative civilians, the pepper spray is the better option so you can save the taser for

uncooperative suspects.
You've tossed a grenade into a room and the suspect is disoriented but continues to carry his
weapon. You shout repeatedly and the suspect won't drop the firearm. Obviously the suspect
needs some encouragement. Arm the taser, approach the uncooperative suspect, and fire into the
suspect's chest.

High Scoring
Successfully advancing in career mode depends on your mission score. Essentially you're graded
on your ability to follow SWAT procedure (for example, not simply killing every suspect regardless
of their actions). The following list provides tips on obtaining the highest mission scores possible
(out of 100).

Career success and advancement is based on a scoring table.
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Simply completing all mission objectives nets 40 points--no matter what actions you took
during the mission.
If all civilians during the mission emerge unharmed, 5 points is added to your score.
If all squad members survive the mission, 10 points is added to your score.
If all suspects are restrained at the end of the mission, 5 points is added to your score.
Complete the mission without injury to your own character to receive 5 points.
Report status to TOC when necessary to receive a full 5 bonus points (you'll receive a
portion of the points depending on how many opportunities you squander). Status
situations include reporting restrained suspects or civilians, incapacitated civilians, dead
suspects, dead squad members, etc.
Recover weapons to receive a possible 5 bonus points (you'll receive a portion depending
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on how many you miss). Every time an armed suspect surrenders, he or she drops a
weapon (or even two). Recover those weapons to secure the evidence.
You can hit ESC at any time during the mission to see how many status reports or weapons
you've missed so far. Note that the status reports aren't entirely accurate because it may
register civilians you haven't quite reached. Check again near the end of the mission to stay
on top of it.
You receive a percentage of a possible 25 points depending on the number of suspects
arrested or incapacitated. The best case scenario is to arrest all suspect.
There are also penalties to your possible score. If one of the officers is shot and
incapacitated or killed, you must report the situation to TOC. Failing to do so subtracts 5
points from your score.
Incapacitating a hostage subtracts 5 points per hostage and killing a hostage subtracts 15
from your score. Since mission objectives generally include rescue all civilians, this will
penalty will likely lead to mission failure as well.
Injuring a fellow officer subtracts 5 points and killing a fellow officer subtracts 15 points.
The team won't look kindly on these acts either; expect to be fired upon for your betrayal.
Arguably the toughest penalty is the unauthorized use of force (and deadly force). You can't
just kill suspects without cause. If a suspect raises his weapon or fires in your direction,
you're authorized to use force to subdue the suspect. If the suspect threatens a hostage
with a weapon, you are authorized to use force. But you can't just walk into a room and
shoot an armed suspect. Receiving an unauthorized use of force penalty subtracts 5 points;
receiving an unauthorized use of deadly force subtracts 10 points.

Weapons
Achieving high scores in SWAT 4's career mode often requires a non-lethal approach. A jittery
trigger finger with lethal firearms could result in an unauthorized use of force penalty or just
simply a suspect's death which nullifies a chance at a perfect rating. Practice using the pepper-ball
gun or less-lethal shotgun as your primary weapon. Couple these weapons with strategic use of
tactical equipment for optimum effect.
It's also possible to find similar success with an assault rifle or sub machinegun. Plus if required,
you have the punch to end an armed suspect's fury at a moment's notice. This section covers
SWAT 4's primary and secondary weapon offerings.

Pepper-ball Gun
This weapon has its roots in recreational paintball. But instead of paint, the pellets are filled with
OC gas, technically oleoresin capsicum, the active ingredient in pepper spray. Pelt a suspect
around the head with the pepper-ball gun. As he suffers the effects, shout for the suspect to
comply, continue to pelt him with OC, or switch to another device (a taser gun for instance) to
encourage the suspect to subdue. The pepper-ball gun is rendered less useful against suspects
wearing gas masks.

Less-Lethal Shotgun

If you're aiming for perfect mission scores, the less-lethal shotgun should be high--or at the top-on your list as the weapon of choice. The less-lethal shotgun fires beanbags at the targeted
suspect or civilian. Use the weapon to encourage suspects to subdue without risking their life (and
reduction of your mission score).

A few beanbags to the chest is usually enough to motivate any suspect to comply.
The weapon's downside is its relatively sparse ammunition. It can be quite easy to be careless and
fire more beanbags than necessary. If you're at closer range, hit a suspect with a beanbag, shout
repeatedly, and if the suspect refuses to subdue, provide more encouragement. You could also
follow up with pepper spray or a taser to conserve the beanbag ammo.

Nova Pump and M4 Super 90
The nova pump and M4 Super 90 shotguns pack a massive punch but at the expense of precision.
Blasting away inside a room with suspects and hostages can have undesired--to say the least-results. Trying to counter an angry suspect at long range could injure nearby hostages caught
within the shotgun's spread. With higher accuracy weapons, it's possible to encourage a suspect
to drop their weapon by firing a round into their arm or leg. But the shotgun's power, and
inaccuracies at longer range, leaves little finesse.
The nova pump fires slower but holds 8 shells at a time; the M4 Super 90 fires much quicker but
with just a 5 round magazine. Use 12 Gauge Slug ammunition against armored targets and 00

Buck ammunition to counter unarmored foes.

GB36s Assault Rifle and Colt M4A1 Carbine
The GB36s and Colt M4A1 carbine are extremely powerful assault rifles with pinpoint accuracy
under controlled firing and seem to be more adept at piercing armored targets (with FMJ ammo).
For optimum precision, crouch, remain steady, and fire the assault rifles in short, controlled bursts
(the GB36s even has a 2-round burst firing mode).
These weapons lose an enormous amount of accuracy if you attempt to move and fire at the same
time (though you can move while crouched and maintain accuracy as long as you don't swivel
around wildly). If you spot a hostile suspect and plan to retaliate with one of these weapons,
crouch behind cover immediately and aim your shot carefully. Both the GB36s and M4A1 carbine
are accurate enough to force a suspect to drop their weapons (hit in the arm or leg) from longer
range. It is possible, though the weapons' power means if you're off slightly the suspect could
suffer a fatal wound.
The GB36s includes full automatic and 2-round burst firing modes (stick with the 2-round burst
nearly all of the time, there's just too much kickback in automatic mode) and the carbine offers
semi and full automatic. Both can use either jacketed hollow point (JHP) or full metal jacket (FMJ)
ammunition. Equip JHP for unarmored targets and FMJ for missions with armored hostiles.

.45 SMG and 9mm SMG
The .45 sub machinegun is the more powerful of the two but requires controlled firing for
optimum accuracy (there's only semi and full automatic firing modes, no burst mode). The 9mm
sub machinegun is less powerful but a bit more accurate with its 3-round burst firing to
complement its semi-automatic mode. In multiplayer player vs. player modes, the .45 SMG has
the edge because of its power against armored targets.
Both weapons can be equipped with jacketed hollow point (use against unarmored targets) and
full metal jacket (use against armored targets) ammunition. The 9mm SMG also comes in
suppressed variety; it sports a sound and flash suppressor.

M1911 and 9mm Handgun
The M1911 and 9mm handguns are possible secondary weapons. Although in general the taser is
a better choice (it's another relatively easy-to-use item to help subdue uncooperative civilians and
suspects), both handguns can serve a similar purpose, even if you're attempting to restrain armed
suspects instead of eliminate them. Aim for the suspect's arm carrying the weapon or pop a
couple in the suspect's leg to encourage surrender. You might say that lacks the ease of the taser,
though.
The M1911 is more powerful than the 9mm and should be used if you aren't adverse to returning
deadly fire. The 9mm lacks the damage potential of its counterpart but can carry over twice the
ammo in a single clip (17 round magazine to the M1911's 8 round magazine). Use jacketed hollow

point (JHP) ammo against unarmored foes and FMJ (full metal jacket) against armored suspects.

The taser is a solid answer to any uncooperative individual.

Taser Stun Gun
The taser is the ideal secondary weapon, especially if you're trying to avoid incapacitating or killing
suspects. It's even a means of dealing with an uncooperative civilian (in lieu of pepper spray). You
won't want to charge an alert suspect and expect to subdue him with a taser gun--you will be shot
long before you're within taser range. Instead, save the taser for when you have used a
flashbang, stinger, or gas grenade to disorient a suspect and he won't drop his weapon even after
repeated shouts. The weapon's one downside is that it must be reloaded after every use. Aim
carefully and start shouting orders as soon as the taser finds its mark.

Equipment
Tactical items are arguably the most important equipment in a SWAT squad member's arsenal.
These items prevent mission disasters and can save a squad member's life as well as any lethal
firearm. This section covers strategies for a squad member's tactical equipment options.

Pepper Spray

There are occasions when a civilian refuses to cooperate with your team's verbal orders. You're
attempting to subdue the civilian but he won't raise his hands and assume the "restrain" position
no matter how many times you shout. That's when it's time to break out the pepper spray! Aim
for the civilian's head and fire the pepper spray. Don't go overboard; shout and spray enough so
the civilian complies with your commands.
Alternatively you could drop a flashbang or gas grenade at the civilian's feet to receive a little
cooperation but obviously that's not the optimum way to use a grenade! Use one of your
equipment slots for pepper spray and keep the team loaded with grenades. If a civilian won't
cooperate, take the lead and use the pepper spray as necessary.

Optiwand
The optiwand is an observation device used to look under closed doors or around corners. Walk
up against a door, point the reticle at the bottom of the door to reveal the optiwand icon, and
then press fire to automatically switch to the optiwand and use it to check underneath the door.
You can also equip the optiwand before reaching the door and perform the same actions.
Approach a corner and equip the optiwand. Press fire to extend the optiwand to look around the
corner. You may have to adjust your position at the corner for the best viewing angle but the
optiwand should allow you to see down a hallway or around an obstruction within a cluttered
room.

Use one of your inventory slots for the optiwand so you can carefully check under

each door and around each corner.
You can order team members to check under doors with the optiwand and they'll check for
suspects and civilians inside. However, don't always take their word as gospel. As missions
progress in difficulty, suspects become much more adept at finding the right spot within a room to
hide and remain undetected by the optiwand. It's a good idea to manually equip an optiwand so
you can be the one to check out a room. Look for signs that a suspect might be inside, such as a
shadow on the ground or flickers of movement at the edge of cover or an obstruction.
In general, it's wise to equip your character with an optiwand on each mission. Also provide one
optiwand per team so you can split the teams up, have them check under doors, and then open
and clear rooms simultaneously. If you don't mind the extra work, you could be the one to control
the optiwand at each moment and fill the team's inventory slots with extra grenades.

Door Wedge
Use door wedges to essentially lockdown passages so suspects can't enter a particular room or
flee a specific direction. Suspects in adjacent rooms will often hear what's going on in your current
location. If you're causing a lot of noise, such as barking commands to a subdued suspect or
hostage, hurling flashbangs, or firing weapons, then nearby suspects can enter the room and
surprise you and your team.
You can help prevent these events by using door wedges to protect your rear flank. Also in rooms
with multiple entrances and exits you can wedge particular routes shut while splitting your team to
stack the other doors. Use in missions with multiple floors. Wedge off access to the stairwell from
one floor while you clear the other floor without worry that suspects enter the stairwell and await
your return.

Flashbang
The flashbang is a blinding and deafening grenade. Basically it causes extreme disorientation to
targets with line of sight on the flashbang's explosion. Take advantage of the disorientation and
subdue the target as quickly as possible. Since a suspect needs to actually see the explosion, the
flashbangs are best used in uncluttered rooms or hallways. If a room contains a lot of debris or
dividers or other cover, a flashbang could be rendered nearly useless.
But when you do encounter a cluttered room with lots of cover, instead of ordering a team
member to toss in the flashbang, hurl in the flashbang on your own. If the suspect isn't a threat to
shoot as soon as you open the door, you can line up your toss and throw the grenade closer to
the suspect--ideally right at the target's feet. A team member's toss lacks aim and precision.
The fastest way to render a flashbang useless is to actually look at the explosion! Make sure you
are turned away and out of the explosion's line of sight. The flashbang's explosion affects you far
more than it affects a suspect. By the time you can see and hear what's going on, the suspect has
likely recovered and not too happy about the current situation. After a successful bang, storm the
room quickly, order suspects to subdue, and if they aren't dropping their firearms quickly enough,

provide extra encouragement with beanbags, pepperballs, tasers, or slugs to the arm.

CS Gas
Utilize the CS (chlorobenzylidene malonitrile or tear gas) gas grenade in cluttered rooms. Suspects
can hide behind cover from the effects of a flashbang but the CS gas spreads throughout the
room. Toss a CS gas grenade into a room and wait a moment before charging inside. Listen
carefully for the coughs--now the gas affects the suspect. Move in quickly and order the suspect
to subdue. Use extra encouragement if needed through pepper spray, beanbags, or other means.

CS gas dissipates throughout the room.
The gas spreads fairly quickly (and, unfortunately, dissipates fairly quickly as well) but might not
cover larger rooms. You can use a gas grenade, enter the room, and follow up with another gas
grenade or stinger grenade for the other side of the area. Or if you know the suspect is on the far
side of the room, manually toss the gas grenade inside so it dissipates toward the enemy or
enemies.
Briefings that reveal mission suspects are wearing gas masks will render the CS gas grenades
nearly useless. Gas obviously won't be effective against the gas masked targets; however, it's
possible to encounter other suspects in the mission that aren't wearing masks. For those missions,
equip more flashbangs and stingers but retain a couple gas grenades for certain situations.

Sting Grenade
The stinger grenade explodes in a fury of rubber balls; any suspect or civilian within the blast
radius suffers dizziness and disorientation from the impact. The stinger can be effective because it
can't be avoided by using a gas mask, like the CS gas grenade, and it can't be turned away from,
like the flashbang.
Toss the stinger grenade next to or near a suspect. It's not usually useful to order a team member
to open, sting, and clear a room unless you're sure that a suspect is close to the entry door. The
sting grenade needs to be close to a suspect to be effective. It's best to toss the stinger after
either spotting a suspect behind cover (such as seeing a shadow or moving arm) or as a means of
rooting out a suspect from around debris or other obstruction. The rubber balls will have an effect
on you as well; don't be near the stinger when it explodes!

C2 and Breaching Shotgun

No time for a lock pick…blast the locked door open with the breaching shotgun.
The C2 explosive and the breaching shotgun are two means of breaking through locked doors
(another would be to actually pick the lock). The benefit of the breaching shotgun is its extremely
quick; essentially just aim and fire! The C2 explosive is slower to use but can actually stun
suspects on the other side of the door.

If you encounter a small closet or bathroom and use the optiwand and see a suspect inside, you
could try and order the team to open, bang, and clear. However, after opening the door, the
suspect will almost certainly fire on the team. Often team members will go down against this one
suspect hiding in a bathroom.
Instead, use the C2 explosive to breach the door and stun the suspect inside. Enter the small
room and order the suspect to subdue and add any encouragement if needed. It's smart to have
at least one or two team members with C2 explosives to counter these smaller spaces.

Walkthrough
SWAT 4's career mode offers thirteen stand-alone missions. The mission level design and
objectives remain the same each time you play but the location of suspects, hostages, and certain
objective-related items change with each attempt. Loadout options are also extremely varied
depending on how you want to attempt a mission. If you're trying for maximum points, use a nonlethal set. But if you'd rather gain entry with ample firepower, consider a duo of lethal firearms to
complement your tactical equipment.
This section features walkthroughs for all thirteen career missions. You have near limitless
freedom in how you chose to tackle a particular mission. Also, since many mission elements are
randomized and the unpredictable nature of armed suspects, a particular room could play
differently on each attempt. The following walkthroughs provide a sample path through each
mission and include suggestions for loadout, entry point, and how to tackle specific areas and
room layouts.

Food Wall Restaurant
The owner of the Food Wall Restaurant, Lian Niu, deals in illegal modification of firearms such as
fabricating custom high-volume magazines. Niu maintains an apartment above the restaurant. Ten
minutes ago, a detective spotted Alex "The Knife" Jimenez, a hit man with Columbian connections
and a key suspect in multiple homicides. Jimenez is there to have modifications made to his MAC10.
Objectives: Neutralize Alex Jimenez. Neutralize Lian Niu. Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the
civilians. Secure the MAC-10.
Loadout: Equip team members with a non-lethal primary weapon (pepper-ball gun or less lethal
shotgun) and a secondary firearm. If you choose to use a firearm, select jacketed hollow point
ammo because there are no armored suspects in the mission. Give each team member a mix of
flashbangs and CS gas grenades. Give each team one optiwand and a couple door wedges so you
can split up the teams and have each properly equipped for cautious entry and covered closure.
The mission's entry point is at the corner of the alley and the restaurant's front entrance. There
are two doors into the restaurant and they're not far apart. Order one team to stack up on the
front door or use a door wedge to keep the exit shut. Proceed down the alley and order the other
team to fall in.

It's possible to find civilians or even a suspect hanging near the restaurant's back door. Order the
civilians or suspect down. Use the pepperball gun or less-lethal shotgun if necessary to subdue a
suspect. Handcuff anyone in the alley and report in. Order a team to mirror under door to check
for occupants in the hall. Maneuver inside and order a team member to close and wedge the exit.
From the alley back door, the kitchen lies to the left, door to the stairs is ahead, and there's a
storage room to the right. If the stairs door is closed, use a door wedge to keep the passage shut.
Search the storage room with the optiwand. If there's a suspect inside, order the team to open,
gas, and clear. There's some cover in the room so a flashbang may not be as successful.
Use the optiwand around the corner into the kitchen to search for occupants. Gas and subdue any
suspects lurking around. By now you can order the second team, if still stacked up at the
restaurant's front entrance, to use the optiwand to check the dining area then to open and clear
the room (and gas or flashbang as necessary). Move through the kitchen to meet up with the
second team.
Check the small storage room for occupants. If there's a suspect inside, order a team to open,
gas, and clear. You could also breach using C2 but it risks injuring the occupant. Breach if the
occupant is away from the door. Use the optiwand to check the bathrooms. The bottom floor
should be clear by now.

Finding and recovering the MAC-10 completes a mission objective.
Walk to the door leading to the stairwell. You can order one team to cover the hall and take the

second team up the stairs. There's a door on the left that leads into the apartment. Order the
team to mirror under the door and flashbang or gas the interior if there's a suspect inside. Past
the door, check around the corner with an optiwand and order a team to flashbang or gas the
area around the corner.
Search the desk in this work area to find the MAC-10. Secure the evidence before moving onward.
Continue into the apartment and check around the corner and gas or flashbang as necessary.
There are two doors inside; the door on the left leads back to the stairwell and the door on the
right leads to the bedroom. It's the last room in the apartment; check for occupants using the
optiwand and open, gas, and clear.
To achieve the highest possible score, use non-lethal means to apprehend all suspects (and
anyone armed). Restrain everyone and report them in. Secure the evidence and report it in. If you
lose a team member, report it.

Fairfax Residence
Lawrence Fairfax is the number one suspect in a series of grisly homicides. It's believed a student
named Melinda Kline, who went missing six days ago, may be held at his house. The suspect's
mother, Gladys Fairfax, is also believed to be in the home and should be considered an
unpredictable subject.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians. Rescue Melinda Kline. Neutralize
Lawrence Fairfax.

Lawrence Fairfax is found somewhere in the basement area.
Loadout: Equip the pepperball gun or less-lethal shotgun with a secondary 9mm handgun or
taser. Use hollow point bullets as there are no armored targets. You'll likely keep the squad
together but equip at least a couple optiwands and a few door wedges. You'll also want team
members with pepper spray to subdue the unpredictable mother (or use the taser). Use a mix of
flashbangs and CS gas grenades.
There are two entries into the Fairfax residence. There's backyard access into the rear door of the
first floor then there's a driveway entrance into the garage that leads directly into the basement
area. Use the garage entrance as suspects are found on the basement level; also, this is where
you'll locate the hostage or hostages.
Order the team to mirror under the door into the garage. Pick the lock if necessary and enter the
garage. Door wedge the exit door. Use the optiwand to see beneath the next door on the right
side. Look carefully for occupants as there could be a second suspect inside the room. Open, gas
(or bang), and clear the room. Subdue the suspect, recover weapon, and report in.
Proceed left down the hall. The door on the right leads to the stairs; you can wedge the door to
prevent anyone from entering the basement while you continue the search. The second door leads
into the bedroom and a third into a small storage room. Search the storage room and then use
the optiwand under the bedroom door.
Lawrence Fairfax could be inside the bedroom but you may not notice him even with the
optiwand. He could be behind some cover. Open the door quietly and try and spot any movement

behind the cover on the room's left side. Deply a flashbang into the room and shout orders to
force Lawrence to stand down. Recover his weapon, restrain him, and report in.

Gladys Fairfax is the very definition of an uncooperative civilian.
Locate the door in the back right corner of the bedroom. Check under the door then enter and
find Lawrence's "chamber". If the suspect is inside, deploy CS or flashbang and order Lawrence to
stand down. Report the possible hostage inside the room. Find another door on the room's back
wall. Check under the door then proceed through the tunnel to another chamber to find Melinda
Kline. If the suspect is inside, pelt him with pepper or beanbags and shout for him to stand down.
Report in.
The entire basement should be secure at this point. Return to the stairwell door. Check the stairs
for occupants then proceed to the residence's first floor. There are three doors down the left hall
that lead into a bathroom and two bedrooms. Check each for occupants and clear.
The room across from the stairs leads into the kitchen; off to the right you'll find the dining and
living room area. Gladys Fairfax, the suspect's mother, is likely on the first floor somewhere. She
could be near the dining area or in one of the bedrooms. She's not cooperative and will likely
require pepper spray to subdue. Order the team to pepper Gladys then restrain her and report in.

Qwik Fuel Convenience Store
There's a hostage situation inside the Qwik Fuel Convenience store on Pitkin Avenue--at least

three hostages (store employees) are barricaded inside. Officers on the scene observed multiple
gunmen, number unknown, and at least one unarmed civilian. One perpetrator has been
identified: Alice Jenkins. She was in process of committing armed robbery for drug money. Given
the erratic behavior, at least some of the suspects may be high.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians. Rescue Heidi Rosenstein. Rescue
Willis Fischer. Rescue Kim Dong Yin. Neutralize Alice Jenkins.
Loadout: Arm the team with non-lethal equipment, either the beanbag shotgun or the
peppergun. Tactical equipment should include a mix of flashbang and CS gas grenades for all
members then split up the door wedges and optiwands.
Entry point begins near the convenience store's back entrance. This leads into the storage and
loading area. You can use this entrance immediately or proceed around the right corner toward a
second back entrance. If you choose this route, use the optiwand to check around the corner.
Some suspects might be lurking along this alley at the store's rear. Toss a flashbang before
approaching. Pelt a suspect with beanbags or pepperballs to force them to subdue. Report in any
captures and be sure to retrieve their weaponry.
Beware of a storage container along the wall. You can't tell from the approach but it's open and
hollow and there could be someone lurking inside. Check around the corner with the optiwand and
hurl a grenade inside to subdue the subject. Order a team member to check the bathrooms. The
door to the left of the bathrooms leads into the store's office. This path is much closer to potential
suspect locations: offices and the storefront.
If you don't choose the office entrance then wedge it with a door wedge to prevent escape.
Return to the door at the entry point, check for occupants, pick the lock, and move inside. Subdue
any occupants of the storage room and report in. There are doorways on the left and right sides
of the room. The left is open; a suspect could see or hear you if they're lurking in that area. The
door on the right leads to the loading dock.
Check the double doors back into the store. If it's clear, pick the lock. If not, pick then deploy a
grenade inside and subdue anyone lurking inside. The path descends into another storage room
along the right side. There's a single door leading out of this storage area. Order a team member
to check under the door with the optiwand.
It's a hallway that leads to the offices on the left though you can also see the storefront ahead. If
there's a suspect patrolling the storefront, he could see you and you'll have to use a lethal firearm
to shoot through the glass. To prevent being seen, toggle Sierra 1 and check the storefront for
suspects. When it's clear, enter the hall. You can wedge this door since it's the only path back
through the loading dock. Proceed toward the left and the store's offices.

Order the team to check under closed doors with the optiwand.
Regroup inside the offices at the end of the hall. Check the room as needed and enter using a
flashbang or gas to subdue anyone inside. This office is a safe haven before the two most heavily
trafficked areas, the other office (with the store's cash) left of this office's exit and the main
shopping area to the right of this office's exit.
Tackle the shopping area first since you'll be spotted by anyone inside once you leave the office.
Sierra 1 can give you eyes on the suspect's movements inside the shopping area. Also you can
control the sniper and disarm suspects or even shoot them (though you're striving for non-lethal
means if you're gunning for a higher score). Cloud the shopping area with flashbangs and CS gas
to disorient anyone inside. Use your non-lethal weapon and shouts to subdue suspects. Handcuff
everyone in the room and report them in. Recover weapon evidence.
Now check the primary office where the money is found. Look under the door using the optiwand.
Deploy CS gas and flashbangs inside the room to disorient the occupants. Enter and quickly
subdue the targets, handcuff, report in, and recover weaponry. The refrigeration room is through
the next door. If the mission isn't over, check it for remaining suspects or civilians to complete the
task.

A-Bomb Nightclub
You're called into a rapid deployment at an ongoing shots fired situation; potential gang
altercation within the A-Bomb Nightclub. Expect to find many armed gunmen inside and several

capacitated and incapacitated hostages. There are two possible entry points: the front door, past
the ticket booth, and a back alley loading zone.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians.

Keep tabs on Sierra 1, currently scoping out a storage room, to help gauge suspect
location and movements.
Loadout: Arm the team with non-lethal primary weapons and a handgun or taser secondary
weapon. There are no armored targets so jacketed hollow point ammunition is sufficient if you
decide to use a lethal firearm. Equip plenty of flashbangs and CS gas grenades. The nightclub is
large and many rooms have multiple entrances and exits so you will likely need flashbangs or gas
to help clear rooms and subdue occupants. Remove all of the pepper spray and replace with an
extra grenade. Make sure both red and blue have one optiwand and two door wedges.
There are two entrances. For the purposes of this walkthrough, we're going to use the side
entrance. There are a lot of doors, rooms, and hallways from the front entrance so the side
entrance begins a bit calmer, at least in theory. Check the side entrance with a mirror then open
and clear. You may notice the first incapacitated hostage in this room. To achieve the highest
score possible, you must report all of the incapacitated hostages in to TOC so search all rooms
carefully.
The door on the opposite side of the room leads into a stage area. Don't use that door just yet.
Order red team to stack up against the door and use blue team to search the left hall. A door on

the right side of the hall leads into a bar area. If the door is open, expect occupants inside. If it is
open, toss a gas grenade into the room then enter with blue team and subdue any suspects or
hostages. Shout orders and pelt a suspect until he subdues. Restrain, report, and secure firearms.
There's only one exit from this room; the door on the right leads into the stage area again.
If you go past the door into this bar area, the path bends around a corner to the right and moves
upstairs to the second floor. Don't proceed there yet. But you can check around the corner with an
optiwand to see if any suspects are patrolling the area.
Order blue team to stack on the door into the stage area located in the bar. You should have two
teams in two locations both prepared to enter the same room. You can order both teams to use
optiwands on the door to reaffirm suspects. Order a team to bang or gas the room and the other
to clear. Or even toss in two gas grenades. You should enter the room and cover the left side;
there are two exit doors there that suspects may try to either flee from or even enter from. Shout
at any suspect in these doorways to protect your team. Restrain and report everyone in the room.
Secure weaponry then focus on the two exit doors.

Stack a team on each door as you prepare to move inside and clear the hall.
Stack one team on the left door and another on the right. Beyond this door is a storage room and
stairwell to left and a long hallway to the right that leads down to the front entrance, the ticket
booth, a hall of bathrooms, and another stage. This can be a potentially dangerous hallway. Order
the team at the left door to deploy a flashbang and the team on the right to open, gas, and clear.
Send the left team after the right moves in. Assist the team on the right as there are likely more

suspects in the hall than toward the storage room.
If the left side is clear, order the team to cover the area. Down the hall on the right, be careful
down the hall as you can be visible from the ticket booth. Also, the door across the ticket booth
leads to another stage that's likely occupied. Go down the hall on the right and check the
bathrooms. If there are any armed occupants, open, gas, and clear.
The door to the left of the men's room goes into the ticket booth. Check under the door with the
optiwand. If there are armed occupants, open, bang, and clear. Return to the storage area and
regroup the teams. Sierra 1 is focused on this storage room so you can snipe a target if you want
or use non-lethal means to apprehend the target. Check under the storage room door on the right
and clear the room of occupants.
The door ahead leads into the other stage. Like the other, it contains multiple exits and entrances.
Check under the door. Deploy a flashbang and/or gas inside the room before entering. Subdue all
occupants and report in to TOC. The door straight ahead leads into an office. Have one team clear
the office while the other moves toward the front entrance with you. Check a second office on the
opposite side of the hallway past the front entrance.
You've now cleared the first floor. Return to the storage room door and stack onto the door on the
opposite wall. This is a stairwell to the second floor. Check under the door if it's closed. If there's a
suspect on the stairs, deploy a flashbang and enter. Be careful ordering a team to clear the
stairwell because they will ascend to the top and could be targets for any suspects on the second
floor.
At the upstairs door, open and deploy a flashbang and/or gas after checking underneath. Move off
to the right after entering as suspects can flee around the corner. Stop them in their tracks with a
non-lethal weapon. Have one team restrain suspects and hostages while another team deploys
gas into the next open area. Gas the area before entering or you may suffer some nasty crossfire
from hard to see suspects. Order any remaining occupants down. Make a final sweep for
incapacitated hostages and make you have reported in all restrained suspects and civilians and
secured all weapons.

Victory Imports Auto Center
A botched theft has turned into a barricaded situation. Responding to a 911 call, an officer
interrupts two individuals in the process of stealing a car from Victory Imports. At least one
hostage is known to be inside: Gary Altman, a mechanic who was apparently working late. Expect
to find several more civilians inside. There are two possible entry points: the parking area north
entrance and the roof. The parking and repair garages comprise the lower level and the second
floor is office space.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians. Rescue Gary Altman.

Restrain every civilian you rescue and report their status to TOC.
Loadout: Arm the team with non-lethal primary weapons and handgun or taser as a secondary
weapon (hollow point ammo is adequate). This is a good-sized structure so eschew the pepper
spray for extra CS gas grenades and flashbangs. Take at least one door wedge and an optiwand
for each team.
Enter through the parking garage. It's quite dark so use the flashlight. Descend into the garage
and peer around the left corner. You may spot a suspect running back into a repair garage or one
may remain outside and take shots at your team. If one remains behind, blind him with a
flashbang and subdue him. Check near the van for an incapacitated hostage and report it in.
There are two repair garage entrances here. Close the doors if they're open and order one team
for each door. Check underneath the door with the optiwand. If you continue through the garage,
you can look around a left corner to find a third door: it also leads into the second garage. Be
careful if this door is open as a suspect might surprise you.
The left garage has an upper floor, which does pose some problems if you just charge inside.
Flashbang that garage even if the team reports no suspects inside. Aid that garage clearance and
check that upper floor as soon as you move in. Beware of any suspects in the back trying to get
into the adjacent garage. Order a team up the stairs to wedge the door at the top. This leads into
the second floor offices so it's best to keep it shut for now so no suspects can escape. If there are
suspects in that office, they can shoot out the windows so proceed carefully.
Clear the adjacent garage using two teams; one at the door they started at and the second at the

door in the back left corner of the first garage. The second garage leads back into the parking
area, into a third garage, and the left door into a hall toward a restroom and storage area. Order a
team to mirror the middle door to look within the third garage. Deploy a gas grenade inside if a
suspect is spotted; when he starts coughing, enter and subdue him. Report in and recover
weapons as you move.

The lower level layout offers opportunities to send both teams into the same location
from separate entrances.
Proceed into the hallway. It's quite dark and it's easy to miss a suspect hiding in a corner. Use the
flashlight or be extra careful and toss a CS gas grenade into the hall. Order a team to check under
the bathroom door on the right. If there's a suspect inside, it's tough to restrain him without
suffering a casualty. You can breach the door with C2 but you may incapacitate the suspect. If
you try and deploy a grenade inside, you may lose a team member.
Toss a CS gas grenade down into the storage area if you see someone lurking about. Watch the
stairwell on the left for suspects coming down. There's another door on the back left corner of the
storage area. Use the optiwand to peek inside. Subdue anyone inside.
The door on the right side of the storage area leads back into the parking garage. There's likely a
suspect (or two) on the left alcove out this door. The best way to deal with them is to open the
door, toss a flashbang toward the left alcove, and then exit the door and subdue them. Move the
team into the parking garage and close the door behind you. Keep a team stacked on the door in
case some suspect attempts to surprise you. Check behind the air unit across the garage. Toss a

grenade if you're being shot at.
Return to the stairwell in the storage area and ascend cautiously. At the top of the stairs, lean out
and check both directions. Use the flashlight to check dark spaces. Go to the right. There are two
halls to the right. Toss a CS gas grenade down the first hall. Make sure the grenade reaches a
small alcove down the hall. Listen for coughing then subdue anyone down there. Don't continue
down this hall.

Gary Altman is one of the mechanics trapped inside. Rescue him as part of the
mission objectives.
Instead, proceed down the next hall. It runs adjacent to the sales counter. Liberally gas (or
flashbang) the lobby across from the counter in case there are suspects lurking around. Be careful
as you check the arcade area. There's one more office in the back corner; it's the same room
that's at the top of that first garage that you wedged shut. Check the door before entering then
gas or flashbang as needed.
There could also be suspects on the rooftop. Return to the stairwell and ascend the staircase to
the roof. The rooftop is quite open so it's extremely important to move carefully. Use all remaining
grenades and listen for disoriented suspects. Shout and use your non-lethal weapon to force the
suspects to subdue. Check to make sure you have reported everything in before advancing to the
next mission.

Red Library Offices

Multiple gunmen have stormed the offices at the Wainwright Mill Center. The gunmen shot their
way through several businesses before getting pinned down by patrol in one of the offices. It all
started with an attempted bank robbery and lead to two security officers shot, a vehicle pursuit,
and finally a barricade situation inside Red Library, a software company. Sierra 1 and Sierra 2 are
focused on the third floor; Sierra 1 into the break area and Sierra 2 into a conference room.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians. Rescue Warren Rooney.

The Red Library offices' cubicles provide plenty of cover for hiding suspects.
Loadout: Despite the briefing's implications, expect to find many armed gunmen, including more
than two gunmen with gas masks and body armor. You can use a less-lethal shotgun, though it's
slightly less effective against the armor. If you choose a lethal firearm, arm with full metal jacket
ammunition for their armor piercing capabilities. If you're looking to avoid aggressive force then
you must order suspects to subdue and only use deadly force against a suspect if you're
threatened or fired upon. Aim for the arm carrying the firearm. Because some suspects wear gas
masks, load up on flashbangs. You'll want a couple door wedges and an optiwand per team.
There are two entries for the mission. You can enter through the parking garage level, which
provides direct access to the stairwell leading to all three floors of the software company. Or you
can proceed through the front entrance on the first floor. Take the parking garage for its stairwell
access. You can clear out any suspects within the stairwell (that may cause surprises as you
search the floors) and any that enter from their respective floors.

As you move through the parking garage, check around the first corner carefully as there could be
a suspect near the stairwell door. There could also be a suspect in the back alcove. Check the
door--likely locked. Order the team to pick the lock and check with a mirror. Take the lead and
enter the stairwell. Turn left and look up to scan for suspects on the stairs. If you find any, order
them to subdue or even toss a flashbang and retreat. If the suspect fails to comply, fire your
weapon near them and then at their arm. If they fire, eliminate the suspect. Report in and recover
the weapon as usual.

Check the bathrooms for suspects or hostages. You may not be able to see all the
way in the back from just using the optiwand.
You can essentially search the three floors in any order. You may also want to use door wedges to
keep the other floors closed as you search and clear particular floors.
Check the door into level one using the optiwand. Enter the first floor. The door ahead leads into a
series of cubicles in the primary offices. Consider wedging the door as you search the rest of the
floor because you can enter the cubicles through another entrance and this prevents any suspects
from surprising you from behind.
The hall to the left leads to an elevator (likely holding an incapacitated hostage), a stairwell, and a
couple bathrooms. You can check the bathrooms with an optiwand but you probably won't be able
to see anyone inside even though there could be hostages and even armed suspects. The view is
blocked. However, you can enter and check the bathroom mirror to try and spot anyone in or near
the stalls. Toss a flashbang into the bathroom if there's any question. Shout for any armed

suspects to subdue before approaching.
The hall to the left of the bathroom leads into the reception's desk (careful of suspects behind the
desk) and then into the cubicles on the right. The cubicles are a very dangerous location because
it's easy to be surprised if you aren't scanning every area carefully. Listen for audio cues-suspect's talking to hostages--so you can gauge if there are any threats inside. Hurl flashbangs
into the alcoves as needed to subdue suspects. Comb the floor and report in completely and
recover all weapons.

Report all incapacitated hostages to TOC to maximize mission score.
Ascend to the second level. You'll find additional workstations, which like the cubicles contain
alcoves where suspects can hide. Listen for audio cues and toss a flashbang or two to try and root
out any threats. Check the area on the left for an incapacitated hostage. Be careful near the
window on the right; suspects can spot you through the server room window. Search the server
rooms cautiously.
Proceed to the third level. The stairs exit into a three-prong hallway. Use the optiwand to check
under the door and attempt to spot any suspects. Check to see if the suspects are to the left,
center, or right. Keep your team back, open the door, and toss the flashbang in the suspects'
direction so you ensure they become disoriented. Order the team to clear the room and subdue
the suspects.
Find the conference room to the left and the recreation room to the left (there's also a closet that

could contain a suspect; may need to use C2 to breach and incapacitate the occupant). Sierra 1
and 2 can assist in locating any suspects in the conference room or recreation room. Note that
there's also a balcony overlooking the cubicles on level two.

Northside Vending and Amusements
Vice has been keeping an eye on Northside Vending and Amusements while building a case
against an alleged bookmaking operation. Detective Jeremy Walsh is working the case undercover
and is currently unaccounted for. It must be assumed that Detective Walsh is in danger.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians. Arrest Louie Baccus. Neutralize
Simon Gowan. Neutralize Allen Kraus. Rescue Detective Walsh.

Use Sierra 1's eyes to see inside the warehouse room to spot the location of any
suspects inside.
Loadout: Equip non-lethal primary weapons with handgun or taser back-ups. Be sure each team
has one optiwand. You don't really need too many door wedges for the mission; perhaps one per
team at most. Load up on CS gas grenades and a few flashbangs. You should carry at least two
gas grenades and one flashbang. A couple stingers can help root out suspects from behind cover.
You enter Northside Vending and Amusements from a back door; Sierra 1 covers a warehousetype room. The SWAT van pulls the cage off of the back door. Order the team to check under the
door and unlock if necessary. Enter the building. The door ahead leads into a lobby; it might be

open. Close the door to prevent surprises while you check the room on the right. Use the
optiwand to scan the bathroom.
Check the door into the lobby. Enter and spot two doors--both lead into the same room. It's the
warehouse-type room that Sierra 1 is currently fixed on. Check Sierra 1's viewpoint and look for
occupants. Check the left door. The door on the right opens into an alcove within the same room;
the alcove contains a staircase that runs to a balcony overlooking the room. It's possible to use
the high ground to get a jump on suspects within the room but it's also easy to get spotted
attempting to reach the stairs. From the top of the stairs you can toss flashbangs or gas grenades
into the room's center.

Expect the casino to be heavily occupied. Toss in a CS gas grenade.
Deploy a flashbang from the left door before entering and subdue any suspects and civilians
within. It's a large storage room. If you're cautious, toss a second grenade toward the far right
side of the room to root out any remaining offenders. Proceed to that side of the room and locate
a door. Check under the door; it's the stairwell. Toss a grenade down the stairs if suspects are
present. As you descend the stairs, a new objective appears.
Objective: Investigate the Laundromat.
Shots are being fired at the neighboring Laundromat. One of Walsh's contacts reports the shop
and the Laundromat are connected. There are two doors at the bottom of the stairs. Wedge the
door on the left. Check the door on the right. It leads into a short hallway with a casher's office on

the right side. It may be difficult to spot anyone within the office so toss in a gas grenade to be
sure. Find the entrance to the cashier's office in a hall on the right side of the room.
Use the mirror to search the next room for occupants. It's a bar and lounge area. There are some
obstructions. Toss in a flashbang if the suspects are within view or use a gas grenade and wait for
the coughing before charging in. Use the optiwand to check the next door leading into the casino.
Expect it to be heavily occupied, including armed suspects. Hurl in a few gas grenades and
possibly a flashbang to be extra cautious. Shout police orders and charge the room. If any are
uncooperative, pelt them with a non-lethal weapon (or pepper spray or taser if equipped).
Restrain and report all suspects and secure all weaponry.
Check under the next door. This is the betting room. Toss in some gas grenades. Beware of
suspects on the far side of the room. You may not be able to see them until you're inside. The
door on the right leads into an office. Check with the optiwand before entering. The office
connects to the cashier's area.

Find Detective Walsh in the Laundromat.
From the betting area, find the door on the opposite side of the room. It's a dark corner so use
the flashlight to find the door. Use the optiwand to check the room. It's difficult to see what's
inside the room. Look to the far right side for movement. You should be able to see something
even with the obstruction. Open the door and toss in a gas grenade to the far right side followed
by a flashbang straight ahead near the stairs. Expect suspects to come down the stairs.

Order the team inside and to clear the room. You take point on the stairs and order any suspects
on the staircase to stand down. Make them cooperate if necessary. Secure the room and report in
all restrained suspects and civilians.
Ascend the stairs into the Laundromat. Beware of suspects hiding around the corner to the left-don't just charge ahead. If you have a lot of grenades left, use one! Check the bathroom on the
left side. Check under the final door ahead. Gas the room with remaining grenades. Secure the
room and find an incapacitated Detective Walsh inside. Report his location and complete the
mission if other objectives have been completed.

DuPlessis Wholesale Diamond Center
The DuPlessis Diamond Center was broken into just before closing time. Witnesses report multiple
suspects armed with machine guns and wearing body armor. None of the wholesaler's employees
are known to have exited the building.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians.

In this hallway, split the teams to check under doors while you focus on the rear
flank to ensure no suspects surprise the squad.
Loadout: There are armored suspects wearing gas masks in this task--though not all of them.
You could select the "Assaulter (FMJ)" preset loadout and make adjustments as necessary or
attempt to use non-lethal means with the less-lethal shotgun. Equip more flashbangs and stingers

than gas grenades. You may want a gas grenade or two since they can be extremely helpful
within the obstruction-ridden workshops if you can tell if the suspect isn't wearing a gas mask.
There are two possible entry points for the mission: the main lobby entrance on side 1, level 1 and
a second floor service entrance on side 3, level 2. The second floor entrance is better because you
can work your way down into the center without concern that suspects will descend or ascend
from the other floors (the center contains a basement level containing the vault).
Order the team to check the door ahead of you. It leads to a dangerously open area. The path to
the left is an open passage into a stairwell. If you're too noisy in the room, suspects could enter
from that passage. Enter the area and subdue anyone inside. Keep a look on the open passage to
the left. You may want to ready a stinger grenade to toss if suspects start to approach.
The door ahead leads into an adjacent hallway. You can move around to the left and proceed
down a hall on the right. Note the metal detector. You know suspects are around if you hear the
detector go off and you or your team aren't anywhere near its location. If you move around this
side, keep an eye on the open passage to avoid surprises.

Use extreme caution if the conference door is open when you arrive. There's likely a
suspect in the next hallway.
Past the metal detector, search the office on the left. Use the optiwand and toss in a flashbang if
necessary to subdue any suspects inside. The two doors within this office lead to stairwells and
possible suspect-heavy areas. Watch the doors if you make a lot of noise or even wedge them if

desired.
Search the hall down the right side. Keep an eye behind you. Report any incapacitated hostages
on the ground within the hallway. The first door on the right leads back toward the entry point. So
there are three doors and rooms to search. Start with the room in the back right corner.
It's another office. Check the room with the optiwand and use a flashbang or stinger before
entering. Next check the conference room in the back left corner of the hallway. If the door on the
opposite side of the conference room is open, be very cautious. This leads to another hallway and
if it's open, that likely means there's a suspect patrolling nearby. If there's just a hostage in the
room, close the door so you can prepare on how to deal with any suspects in the hall. Also, check
with Sierra 1 and Sierra 2. They have eyes on the two rooms on the opposite side of this hall. You
can find out if there are suspects in these rooms. If you're too noisy, the suspects may exit.
Also, the hall leads to a balcony staircase. There's no door at the end of the hall so any suspects
on the balcony could enter the hall. Be ready with a stinger grenade.
Use the optiwand to scan the hall and use a flashbang before exiting the conference room. The
nearest door leads into a room that's currently under watch by Sierra 1. The adjacent office is
under watch by Sierra 2. Enter these rooms if needed or use the sniper to eliminate any suspects
inside.
Proceed to the balcony and subdue any suspects patrolling the area. Hurl a couple flashbangs
onto the left and right sides of the balcony and send your team in opposite directions to clear the
staircase.
Descend the stairs into the main lobby (and the other entry point). Check the double doors on the
left with the optiwand to search for suspects inside the security room.

There's a lot of obstructions within the vault. Deploy remaining grenades and
advance carefully to root out remaining suspects.
The door on the right leads to the first of several work areas. These are challenging rooms
because of the amount of wall obstructions within the room. You may want to manually toss
grenades so you can better aim the flashbangs, stingers, or gas grenades at or close to targets.
Your team may not be able to spot everyone using the optiwand so don't just charge in if the
team reports no one inside the room.
Approach the door on the opposite wall. The one on the right leads to a hallway and could be
wedged if you want to be cautious about surprises. The opposite door leads into another work
area with plenty of obstructions. Order the team to hurl in a grenade or manually toss one. The
area on the right side leads to a stairwell. Expect to encounter a couple guards there. Deploy a
stinger or flashbang toward the stairwell before approaching. There's one more work area to the
right of the stairwell. Search it like the others before descending into the vault.
Go down the stairs. The vault is a maze-like room with plenty of obstructions. Deploy gas,
flashbangs, and stingers in all directions and root out any suspects. Keep one team covering the
door so you can search the left or right side with the other team without worry of getting shot in
the back. Follow the vault to the opposite side to find a small office. Deploy a grenade inside the
office before entering and subdue any suspects that attempt to escape. Comb the center for any
weapons you missed or suspects you forgot to report in if necessary.

Children of Taronne Tenement

A group of cultist nut-jobs calling themselves the Taronnians intend to blow up their house sky
high taking a chunk of the neighborhood with them. You soon discover the entire tenement is
littered with explosives, which means one stray shot could be your last.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians. Neutralize Andrew Taronne.

The The "Children of Taronne" are highly erratic. Don’t hesitate to use pepper spray
or a taser to encourage them to comply with your orders.
Loadout: None of the suspects are armored so use a non-lethal setup. Take some pepper spray
for dealing with uncooperative suspects. Load up on CS gas grenades and a couple flashbangs and
sting grenades but primarily gas grenades. Take a door wedge or two to protect your rear flank.
Equip each team with an optiwand.
There are two possible entry points for the mission: the front door at side 1, level 1 and an upper
level fire escape at side 2, level 2. The upper floor entry allows you to work down through the first
floor and basement level. Use the fire escape for the purposes of this walkthrough.
Stack up the door on the fire escape. It's likely locked. Pick the lock and enter the long hallway. It
could be deserted or it could contain suspects or hostages. If you make noise, suspects from the
rooms along the hallway could enter and fire. Be prepared to subdue them or even use a gas
grenade or stinger as encouragement.
The first door on the right leads to a stairwell. Order one team to stack up on the door while a

second team mirrors the first door on the left. This left door leads into a storage room with back
kitchen. Even if the team reports no suspects inside (or even just one hostage) there could be a
suspect on the right side of the room that's hard to detect. Consider gassing the room.

The church area stretches far to the right. Make sure any grenade reaches that
corner. Watch for suspects to flee out the opposite door.
There are doors to the left and right inside the room. The door on the left leads to a large
stairwell. Consider wedging the door to prevent surprises. Order a team to check under the right
door. It leads to a room under construction with another kitchen area to the left. Gas the room if
necessary and clear the kitchen. The door to the right in this room returns to the hallway.
The kitchen leads to another door. Order a team to stack up on the door and check with the
optiwand. The next room is a church; it runs far to the right and fleeing suspects will exit into the
mail room covered by Sierra 1. Gas the church and quickly order suspects to subdue if any are
attempting to flee into the mail room. Encourage them with some non-lethal projectiles to their
back or weapon arm.
Cover the mail room door while you restrain suspects and hostages within the church. The mail
room can be extremely dangerous. There are a couple alcoves to the left and right of the door
where suspects can hide and ambush your team. Also, the room runs around a corner to the right
providing another hiding spot for armed threats. Listen to Sierra 1 to see if any suspects are
spotted; though even if Sierra 1 doesn't see a suspect, there could be several inside the room.

Deploy a flashbang into the mail room. Check the alcoves to the left and right of the entry door
immediately. Consider tossing a gas grenade around the corner to the right. The doors inside the
mail room lead into the same storage room. Order each team on each door and use the optiwand.
Gas the room if there are any threats inside. Beware of a small closet on the left side; there's no
door so use the wand to peek around the wall and into the closet. The door at the room's rear
leads to a final storage room on this level.
You have a couple choices in descending to the first floor. You can use the balcony staircase
bypassed earlier. The danger is that there could be suspects on the upper balcony and the lower
room--and they all can have line of fire on your team. You should gas both levels before charging
into the room and attempting to subdue all the suspects in the area.
Alternatively you could return to the second floor main hallway and use the staircase at its end to
descend to the first floor entry point. There are two doors at the entry point. While facing away
from the entry point, check the door on the right. Gas the storage room and enter. Each of these
storage areas contains the back kitchen area. There's another storage room on the right side that
needs clearing. Return to the hall and check the next door on the right. Gas and clear this storage
area and kitchen. A door on the left in this room leads to the balcony staircase. Wedge the door
for now.

The balcony staircase is one of the tougher rooms. Try to avoid a firefight by tossing
grenades to the upper and lower sections.
Return to the entry point and clear the rooms on the left side of the first floor. A storage room and

kitchen is first. Gas the room if there are threats inside. The door on the left leads to some
sleeping quarters. Check the room and bang it if necessary.
The door on the right side of the storage room leads to more sleeping quarters, though it's a bit
more dangerous than the other room. This room contains a bathroom on the left side. The
commotion could alert a suspect inside the bathroom. Consider tossing a flashbang into the room
then after a few seconds a gas grenade. This should take care of anyone who came out of the
bathroom to investigate the flashbang. Secure the room.
Continue down the next hallway to find a stairwell. Descend the stairs toward the basement.
Check the door with an optiwand and use a couple grenades to help subdue anyone in the
basement and the laundry area. Watch for suspects entering from the doorway ahead. The final
room is the balcony staircase. Enter from either floor and use remaining grenades to subdue the
suspects inside.

St. Michael's Medical Center
Hyun-Jun Park, a South Korean diplomat, was attacked by six gunmen while exiting a restaurant.
He was routed to St. Michael's Medical Center for emergency treatment. With security slow to get
into place, a group of gunmen (presumably the same six) rushed the medical center. The gunmen
are well-armed and armored.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians. Rescue Hyun-Jun Park.
Loadout: The majority of the suspects occupying the medical center are armored. You can use an
assaulter preset with full metal jacket ammunition or take the less-lethal shotgun for a non-lethal
attempt. Equip a mixture of flashbang, stinger, and gas grenades. Make sure each team has one
optiwand. Take a door wedge or two to complete the equipment list.
There are two entry points into the medical center. You can follow the approach into the main
foyer at side 1, level 1 or access a hallway from the research wing at side 3, level 1. Both entries
offer a number of dangers. Both areas are quite open with lots of entrances and exits. For the
purposes of this walkthrough, we're going to enter from the research wing at side 3, level 1.
Approach the double door. You can look through the window to check for suspects (likely one will
run away from your position down the right hallway). You can check many rooms through the
windows; however, if you can see a suspect that suspect can also see you. This could cause the
suspect to fire on you or even a hostage, which could quickly end a mission.
Enter through the double doors. Check the room on the left into the medical records area. You
may not be able to see any suspects on the right side of the room. Toss a gas grenade inside the
room to be extra cautious. Scan the room for hostages, incapacitated civilians, and restrain any
suspects inside. The opposite door within the records room leads behind the desk. Check there for
any incapacitated or dead hostages.

You can see suspects through the windows…and they can see you. Be careful or in
their panic a suspect could kill a hostage.
Return to the main hallway. Report to TOC any incapacitated or dead hostages found within the
room. Check the door on the right side using the optiwand. Once again, it can be tough seeing
suspects hiding in the darkness on the right side of this patient room. Gas the room or use a
flashlight to scan that side of the room before entering.
The door on the left leads to an adjacent patient room and likely contains suspects. Send the team
to the door with the deploy flashbang or gas command. Don't order the team to check the door.
While the team stands at the door, the suspects inside could see the team and kill a hostage.
Quickly deploy gas or a flashbang and rush in to subdue the suspects inside.
Exit to the main hall from the door in this room. The double door on the left leads to another dark
patient room. Toss in a flashbang manually to reach the dark corners on the right side. Check
behind the desk on the opposite side of the hall for incapacitated hostages. Don't go through this
door. Instead continue around the corner to the right side and find another double door.
These double doors lead directly into the main lobby. Check the window and proceed into the
hallway. Toss a gas grenade into the lobby area near the desk. Be careful ordering the team to
deploy. You may accidentally order them to deploy at the double doors near the other entry point.
This leaves them exposed to any gunmen inside the lobby. Gas the lobby then search and subdue.
Toss a gas grenade inside the waiting room on the right side of the lobby.
Check behind the front desk then toss a flashbang or gas grenade into the office behind the desk.

This office connects to the previous hallway. Search near the waiting room on its right side for a
door. It leads into the basement level.
Descend the stairs and approach the door. Check the door with the wand. The hall beyond is "Lshaped" and you will likely not be able to see suspects that are along the right side of the hallway.
Toss a flashbang, gas, or stinger grenade down the hall. Approach the door in this hallway. It
leads into the locker room. Check the door, though there are way too many obstructions to trust
the optiwand. Toss in a gas grenade then storm the locker room. Search the showers in the back
for any incapacitated hostages or fleeing suspects.
Exit to hall and go around the right side. Spot the door into the autopsy room on the left. Check
the door and gas the room before entering. Continue through the double doors and reach the
corner of the long hallway toward the left side. Toss grenades down the hall to encourage
suspects to surrender. Subdue remaining suspects and hostages. Continue around the left corner
into a storage area to complete the mission.

The Wolcott Projects
Organized Crime Control Bureau has been pursuing a flow of illegal arms into the city. An
undercover officer has notified OCCB of a major deal going down.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians. Neutralize Hadeon Koshka.
Rendezvous with Jennings.
Loadout: Select and alter the less lethal specialist preset. There are no armored suspects so you
can use the pepperball gun or the less lethal shotgun to subdue targets. Take two door wedges
and an optiwand for each team. Mix your grenade selection to approximately two-thirds gas, onethird flashbang, and one-third stinger. Gas will prove most useful in general because of the
structure's layout.

The back corner is missing its walls. Maneuver around carefully and note that Sierra
1 has eyes on both the upper and lower floor.
There are two entry points for the mission: the front entrance or a side entrance. Take the side
entrance because it offers several additional entry points, including the front entrance if you wish.
Check around the right corner. The wall along the right side isn't in great shape and there's
actually an entrance into this first floor kitchen-in-disrepair. Continue down the alley.
Use Sierra 1's eyes to check out the building's corner. You can see both the upper and lower level.
If the area is clear, move past. If not you can subdue a target with the shotguns or even use
Sierra 1 to shoot an arm. Move carefully around the corner; there could be a suspect or more
toward the building's other corner.
Walk halfway down this alley and find the basement door on the right. You can continue forward
and search the front area of the building. You'll have another chance at this during the
walkthrough or you can clear it now; there could be suspects or hostages among the debris near
the front entrance.
Order a team to check under the basement door. You may not be able to see all or any of the
suspects inside. Order the team to gas the room. Watch the far left and right corners of the room
as suspects might avoid exposure if you enter the room quickly.
Check the door inside the basement. It leads into a stairwell connecting the basement and both
floors. Ascend the first floor and wedge the first floor door so no surprises come through. Continue
to the second floor door and have a team check under the door with the optiwand.

There's a lot of debris and obstructions in the projects. Make sure your grenades
reach their mark.
The second floor is a very dangerous area. Many of the structure's walls are ruined and missing.
There are a lot of obstructions for suspects to hide behind and avoid flashbangs and it can be
difficult to assess the situation with the optiwand. You'll likely want to gas every new room
regardless of what you see or don't see on the other side. Use the optiwand to look under the
door as well as look around corners to spot shadows or the edges of suspect movements.
Gas the first area on the second floor. Beware of the obstructed area to the left. Toss another
flashbang or gas grenade down the left hallway to be sure you've found all the suspects. Exploring
the right side of the area is where Sierra 2 has eyes so zoom in and check out the area before
exploring. Explore the upper right side to find the corner where Sierra 1 has eyes.
Start down the left hall. The door on the right leads to a stairwell. Wedge the door with your
second door wedge. The second opening on the right lacks a door. Toss a gas grenade into the
burnt room then move in to subdue any suspects inside. There's a kitchen on the far side of this
room; toss another grenade inside to encourage suspects to surrender. Scan around the team
continuously. It's so open that it's easy to get shot from any direction, particularly if you missed a
suspect. Check the adjacent, cluttered room. Toss in a flashbang before to be sure. Report any
incapacitated hostages inside.
Return to the first stairwell (the one you used to reach the second floor) and return to the wedged

door. Remove the wedge. Check under the door with the wand though you may want to gas the
hall beyond anyhow. If you cause a commotion, watch for suspects to emerge from the first door
on the right. Toss a gas grenade inside that room before entering. Subdue anyone inside. The
door on the other side of this room leads out to the corner where Sierra 1 has targeted.

This conveniently placed mirror can help you spot suspects around the corner.
The second door on the right is the other stairwell. The door at the top is wedged so subdue any
suspects inside the stairwell. There's a mirror on the floor near the corner ahead; you can spot
any suspects around the corner with careful observation. The door on the left leads to the front
entrance, which should be checked if you didn't before.
Follow the hall around to the left side. Check the door then toss a gas grenade inside the room.
Suspects inside may run for cover (like behind a bookcase) so subdue them quickly with your nonlethal weapon. The door on the right leads to the ruined kitchen that's exposed to the back alley.
Check the door on the right side of the kitchen.
You can use the wand but you likely won't be able to see a suspect hiding in the room's right side.
Toss in a flashbang and gas grenade toward that side. Beware of the bathroom door on the right
side. Stack a team on the door while you order the other team to clear the room. Subdue the
suspect inside this firing room (could very well be the main target, Hadeon Koshka. Check under
the bathroom door and, if there's a suspect inside, toss in a flashbang.

Old Granite Hotel

The self-declared militia group America Now has taken real estate heir James Beticourt Jr. and
Lawrence Adams, his general contractor, hostage. The suspects are holed up on the top two floors
of the Old Granite Hotel demanding 12 million dollars random.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians. Rescue James Betincourt. Rescue
Lawrence Adams.
Loadout: The 7th floor of the Old Granite Hotel is entirely under construction, which provides a
lot of cover and hiding spots for the suspects. Maximize your grenade count. Gas grenades are
ideal for the 6th floor hotel rooms but you should use flashbangs and stingers to toss around
corners and ahead to cover spots on the cluttered top floor. There are armored suspects in the
mission so take full metal jacket ammunition if you plan to use a lethal firearm otherwise arm the
less-lethal shotgun. Equip one door wedge for the group if you want to explore the 7th floor first
(can wedge the 6th floor door) or if you want to wedge the 6th floor door while you search it. Also
use one optiwand per team.
There are two entry points for the mission: the elevator shaft (entry from on top of the elevator
car stopped on level five) or the stairwell. Choose the stairwell because it provides access to both
level six and level seven so you can pick the floor to tackle first…however, there's a surprise
waiting inside the stairwell.
If you ascend the stairs between the sixth and seventh floors you'll discover a briefcase bomb. As
soon as you approach the bomb, a timer starts. From that point forward you have 9 minutes, 13
seconds to disarm all of the bombs (four bombs total). If you ignore that first bomb, the timer
doesn't start. The remaining bombs are located on the 7th floor so it's possible to clear the 7th
floor first, end the timer, and then complete the 6th floor.

Have a team check under the door that connects room 623 and 624.
For the purposes of this walkthrough, we'll clear the 6th floor first. It seems most of the guards
(and the hostages) are on the 7th floor. Walk to the 6th floor door and check it with the optiwand.
It's a hallway with more area over to the right than the left. Exit into the hall and scan the hall to
the right. Have a sting grenade ready in case there's a suspect at the hall's end. Order a team to
stack up on the left door and check it with an optiwand.
The hall beyond the door leads to the 6th floor hotel rooms. The hallway bends to the right so it
can be difficult to see a patrolling suspect. Also, be cautious of suspects exiting the hotel rooms
and entering the hall. Walk forward to the doors on the left and right side of the hall. Check the
right door, which leads to a small maintenance area, and then the left door into room 622. Gas
the hotel room before entering. Save your flashbangs and sting grenades for the tougher 7th
floor. Be careful at the entrance; there are two alcoves that flank the hotel room entrance doors.
One side is a bathroom (usually closed) and the other is a closet. Beware of guards entering the
room from the bathroom.
Follow the main hall toward the next set of doors on the left side. The elevator entry point lies to
the right. Move carefully toward the corner and check for suspects hiding near the elevator. Sierra
1 has eyes on room 623 so you should be able to see if there is a suspect inside the room, though
remember the bathroom and the closet on the left side. Gas the room before entering if you're
extra cautious. A door inside room 623 leads into room 624. Check under the door with the
optiwand before entering and clearing.
The hall continues around to a final room, 625, on the left side. It's the same configuration as the

other rooms, though in disarray. Check the room using the wand before entering (or gassing and
entering). Return to the staircase and ascend to the 7th floor and spot the bomb.

A timer starts when you find the bomb in the stairwell.
Objective: Find and deactivate the bombs.
As stated previously, when you encounter the bomb in the stairwell, a timer starts; you have 9
minutes and 13 seconds to find the remaining bombs. There are three more and are randomly
positioned on the 7th floor. Reach the 7th floor door. Order a team to stack up on the 7th floor
door while the second team checks under the opposite "Employees Only" door.
You probably won't be able to detect any suspects hiding on the far right side of this room.
Manually toss a flashbang or stinger to the end of the room before entering. Subdue any suspects
inside; you may also discover a hostage.
Check under the door into the 7th floor. It's a hallway with an open passage just to the left and a
long stretch to the right. Have a flashbang ready and use it either through the passage or down
the hall to the right depending on suspect location. Suspects through the passage on the left seem
to have a tendency to hide around in a left alcove. Be ready for them if you move through. Check
the corners for bombs before approaching the door on the left.
You can check under the door but you'll only be able to see around the entrance. This is a
cluttered area that's in construction. The room bends around to the left almost in a complete
circle. It's filled with obstructions and debris--basically plenty of cover for suspects. As you work

through the room, toss flashbangs or sting grenades at the obstructions. Subdue all guards inside
and check the back corners for briefcase bombs.
Return to the hall and follow it around to the right. Watch the debris ahead; suspects on the other
side can fire at your position. Toss a grenade in their direction if necessary but watch the door on
the left for suspects that hear the commotion. To get around the debris you must move through
the room on the left. Sierra 2 has eyes on the room so check and see if there are suspects inside.
Sweep through the room. Use the optiwand around the corner and check the corners for bombs.
Continue down the hall to the next door on the left. It's a smaller room, though the back area is
obstructed. Manually toss a sting or flashbang into the back corner to root out any suspects hiding
in there. Check the alcove on the right for a possible bomb location.
Follow the hall around to the right and find the last door on the left. Use remaining grenades. Gas
the room (or sting or flashbang) then manually toss a flashbang or sting grenade to the back
corner. Check the room for suspects, hostages, and bombs. The mission ends once all four bombs
are deactivated, the two hostages are recovered, and suspects apprehended or slain.

Mt. Threshold Research Center
The Army of Faith broke into the Hologen research facility at Mt. Threshold. Trapped inside are
the building's late working scientists and graduate students. The suspects have released a
statement declaring their willingness to become martyrs.
Objectives: Bring order to chaos. Rescue all of the civilians. Rescue Dr. Theodore Sturgeon.
Neutralize Jean Trouffant. Secure the briefcase.
Loadout: Armored suspects fill the research center. Equip full metal jacket ammo if you plan to
use lethal firearms. Load the team up with a mix of flashbangs, stinger, and gas grenades. You
should take four door wedges if you follow this walkthrough to prevent suspects surprising your
team from the rear flank. Arm each team with an optiwand.
Choose between two possible entry points: the main lobby on the first floor or a second floor side
entrance. Choose the main lobby. You can clear the main lobby and use a wedge on the double
doors that lead to the rest of the first floor then you can search the second floor completely before
returning to complete the lower level. Search the main lobby for incapacitated hostages. There are
many throughout the research center.
Ascend the staircase to the second floor of the lobby. There are two doors: a set of double doors
on the left and a single door to its right. Use a wedge on the double doors and order a team to
check the single door with an optiwand. This door leads into the computer analysis room.
The computer analysis room contains some side alcoves that suspects can use to avoid the gas or
flashbang. Toss in either and shout to try and root suspects from their hiding spot. You may want
to use a second grenade to encourage any suspects within to submit to your team's authority.

The lobby provides access to both floors…and it's usually deserted.
Find the exit door on the far left corner of the room. Check the door with an optiwand to see if the
hall contains suspects. The hall beyond features a set of double doors on the left and a single door
found to the right. Order a team to stack up or cover the double doors (or you could use a wedge)
and check the door on the right that leads into wetbench analysis.
Toss a gas grenade or flashbang into the wetbench analysis room before sending the team inside.
Cross the room to the far left to find the exit door. Check the hall beyond with the optiwand. The
hall contains a door on the right (the other entry point, which should be checked), double doors to
the far left (leads into the same main hall that other double doors do), and a single door to the
right of the double doors. Stack up on that door; it leads into the clean room.
Check the door with an optiwand but realize there could very well be suspects inside regardless.
Once inside the room, beware of a hiding spot on the right as you enter. Toss a flashbang there if
you're cautious. Reach the end of the room and find a door on the left and right sides of the
room. The left door returns to the main hall so stack up on the right door. Check it with an
optiwand. It's the cryogenics room.
A suspect can hide behind the pillar in the back of the room. Even if the team reports no one
inside, be very cautious upon entering the room. Toss a stinger just past the pillar. Open the door
on the right side of the room to find the stairwell to the first floor. Start down once you're sure
you've cleared the entire floor. You can see the lower cryogenics room from the stairs. Toss a gas
grenade into the room below before descending the staircase fully.

Use teams to cover or wedge particular routes as you begin to clear a path through
other rooms.
Check the door that leads into the first floor clean room. Toss a gas grenade inside. The room
stretches across to the left side so you may want to use a second grenade (such as a stinger) to
cover that side.
Approach the clean room exit. Use the optiwand to check the hall. Exit and wedge the double
doors on the right if possible. There are two doors into the same central workstation area. Order a
team to stack up on each door. Order both teams to bang and clear (or toss in your own grenade
manually to aid one team).
Find the door in the back right of the central workstation. Check with the optiwand before exiting.
The set of double doors to the right connects to the main hallway; if you still have a door wedge,
use it. Approach the single door on the opposite wall. Check using the optiwand. The door leads
into the animal research area.
There are three doors inside this room. Order one team to stack up on the middle door and then
take the other team through the door to the far left. Check with the optiwand and toss in a
flashbang if necessary. Watch the door in the back right corner of this room; if it's open, suspects
might come in or could spot you when you move close. Order the second team to stack on this
door. Now order both teams to gas or flashbang the room and clear. The room is multilevel; each
door leads to its own level and they're fairly separate.

Move to the door in the back right corner and check the final room on the floor using the
optiwand. Use remaining grenades to clear the room and subdue any suspects inside. The mission
ends once you have subdued suspects, neutralized Jean Trouffant (the suspect without the mask),
rescued hostages, and found Dr. Theodore Sturgeon and his briefcase.

Multiplayer
This section covers general strategies specific to SWAT 4's multiplayer modes. You'll find info on
additional weapons and protection found in multiplayer as well as tips on the different game
modes.

Additional Weapons and Protection
SWAT 4's multiplayer modes add some new hardware to the weapon and equipment arsenal.
Primary weapon selection also features the AK-47 machine gun. It has a slower fire rate and
muzzle velocity than the carbine but uses a higher caliber bullet for added damage against heavy
armor targets (FMJ ammo). The GAL sub-machine gun offers an extremely high rate of fire but
with a lot of kick back (difficult to keep aim steady in full auto mode). It's also equipped with a
sound and flash suppressor. Finally the Colt Python is a .357 magnum packed with a serious
punch balanced by a slow rate of fire and long reload (though the potential for one shot
slaughters). All of these weapons lack tactical flashlights.
You can equip protection in multiplayer. Wear the helmet to nullify flashbangs and add damage
protection to the head region. The other choice is to wear the gas mask. It provides immunity to
CS gas grenades and greatly reduces the duration of pepper spray and pepper-ball attack.
However, it restricts vision and offers no additional head armor. You can also choose between
light and heavy body armor. Light armor protects better from hollow point ammo and buckshot;
heavy armor reduces the effect of stinger grenades and less-lethal shotguns, but more vulnerable
to assault rifles.

General Tips
●

●

●

●

In Barricaded Suspects where arrests matter, consider the taser as your secondary weapon.
You can make a quick arrest if you sneak up on an opponent. Aim true and nail your foe
with the taser stun gun. Switch to handcuffs and complete the restraint for extra points.
Like the single-player career game, you can die very quickly, often before you even know
where the shot was coming from. Although it's wise to stick together, it can be a doubleedged sword. By sticking together, you increase your chances of scoring kills when
outnumbering opponents. On the other hand, if you're all wearing helmets and an unseen
foe drops a CS gas grenade at your feet, your "sticking together squad" could be
incapacitated and arrested easily.
While sticking together, know the entrances and exits of your current location. If necessary,
close and wedges doors to protect a vulnerable flank while you maintain watch on a hightraffic hallway and wait for enemies to attempt and maneuver through.
Adjust your equipment to the other team's trends. If the other team is using a lot of gas

●

●

●
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●

●

grenades, switch to the gas mask. If the team is using flashbangs, wear a helmet. Consider
this a chess game that's likely to go back and forth.
Multilevel rooms or stairwells are some of the most dangerous areas in multiplayer. It can
be difficult to spot enemies on an upper balcony or window and extremely hazardous
attempting to ascend a stairwell with a waiting enemy on top. Inside a stairwell, toss a
stinger grenade to the upper flight as you work your way up the stairs. In a multilevel
room, lean around corners and search for enemy positions while remaining mostly behind
cover. If you spot an enemy, toss a stinger at the enemy's position and quickly advance
through the area to an area without disadvantage.
Like the career mode, you're much more accurate when not moving (or crouched). Running
around wildly and attempting to hit a target--even a stationary target--won't be consistently
successful. You should avoid being out in the open to begin with so practice remaining
behind cover, crouched, and fire with short, controlled bursts to increase accuracy.
In Rapid Deployment, the SWAT team should work on careful, cautious advancement and
gaining a foothold on particular areas. This way the team can push forward in protection of
one another and reach the bomb sites. Close off and wedge entry points behind you and
maintain awareness on all vulnerabilities around your position. Protect teammates
attempting to disarm bombs. The extra seconds, even if you perish, could allow your
teammate to diffuse the bomb. Work as a team in rushing a single bomb site to overwhelm
a spread out suspect team.
Suspects in Rapid Deployment should focus on chokepoints leading to bomb sites. Minimize
the number of available paths to each bomb site. Don't panic if you lose a bomb or two.
Focus on the protection of fewer bomb sites. If and when you're down to a single bomb
site, fall back but maintain a perimeter. For example, if all suspects hide within the same
room with the bomb, a batch of sting grenades from unseen SWAT members could dizzy
the entire team.
In VIP Escort, the VIP isn't completely defenseless. The VIP carries a handgun, two clips, a
gas grenade, pepper spray, and a door wedge. It's enough to provide support but not
sufficient to fend off a group of suspects. Obviously stick close to the SWAT team and
regroup as needed to remain strong in numbers. Close off passages with door wedges to
slow down suspects.
The VIP's survival is important to both teams. The suspects must capture, hold, and then
assassinate the VIP. Once the VIP is captured, the task somewhat resembles one final
bomb in the Rapid Deployment mode. Guard the VIP at close-quarters but maintain a
perimeter so a fury of grenades doesn't immobilize the entire team. Keep an eye on the
VIP, who can move slowly around even while restrained. Use pepper spray or a taser to
control the VIP.

Cheat Codes
To enable SWAT 4 cheat codes, you must edit the Swat4.ini file in your SWAT 4 system directory.
It's highly recommended that you backup this file before making any changes. Be careful!
In the Swat4.ini file, locate the "EnableDevTools=False" line under the [Engine.GameEngine" %>
heading. Change False to True so the line now reads "EnableDevTools=True". This enables SWAT
4 cheat codes.

Load SWAT 4 and start a career mission. Hit the "~" key to open up the game's console. Note that
codes must be reentered at the start of new missions or restarts. Type in the following codes to
enable the corresponding cheat:
behindview 1 - Toggles to third-person perspective.
behindview 0 - Toggles to first-person perspective.
god - Enables invulnerability. You'll still take damage but won't die. This means you will still be
hobbled by injuries and move slowly.
ghost - Toggles no clipping. You can walk through walls or fly through ceilings.
walk - Turns off no clipping mode.
setgravity # - Alter gravity by entering a value for #.

